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"VACCINATION MOVE BLOCKED

A bid by the Prime Minister Tony Blair(1) to implement a foot and mouth disease vaccination programme has been blocked by the supermarkets.

A government official said that Mr Blair, cabinet ministers and senior scientific advisers were agreed that a limited vaccination programme was now the only way left to tackle the spread of this disease(2). MAFF planned to override the opposition of farming unions (3) to make the announcement on Wednesday (Apr 11) of a firebreak vaccination programme. Government also hoped (4) to sanction the voluntary use of the vaccine for rare breeds. 

But as the deadline for the announcement approached the supermarkets (5) stepped in and blocked the move saying they would not sell F&M vaccinated meat products (6) and government was forced to backtrack." 

*******END******

You could well ask
Who is running this country? 

(1)	Words – Tiny Blur takes his orders from the EU.

(2)	EVERYONE knew this from day one several months ago.

(3)	The NFU who are working hand in glove with the EU and globalist producers.

(4)	Government CLAIMS to hope but the animals and the British livestock industry DIES in despair.

(5)	Allied to the globalist concepts and believed to be buying into farm land in Eastern Europe in a big way – meanwhile TESCO declare a Billion Pound profit and the intention to expand as globalists.

(6)	The supermarkets happily sell meat which is vaccinated against a host of diseases and stuffed with additives not to mention importing meat from countries with active F&M

Now you KNOW who is running the Country – the EU for and on behalf of globalist interests to suit their agenda and destroy British farming, just as they did British fishing and the British motor industry

Do you believe that it is a coincidence that an EU member cancelled a £60 Million shipping order with Camel Laird after incurring Camel Laird in a £40 Million investment thus succeeding in bankrupting Camel Laird and throwing 1,800 British workers on the dole?

Do you believe that it is a coincidence that an EU member closed down the most modern Steel works in Britain and relocated it to Continental EU throwing 6,000 British people out of work?

Do you believe that the EU gives a damn if 60,000,000 British animals end up being slaughtered and the land and streams befouled for a century? The Continental EU members are Britain’s biggest competitor in the livestock industry.

If you were running TESCO would you let Sainsburys to make all your vital decisions FOR YOU?

YES you are right The EU is running Britain and making ALL the decisions and the British Government is just a puppet carrying out The EU’s ‘Diktat’.
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